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Abstract—This article describes the use of IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys to analyze students’ written responses to a teacher leadership dilemma. The purpose of this study was to examine the accuracy of the categories generated by IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys. Our findings from the correlation analyses indicate that a significant interrater reliability existed between the text mining method from IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys and human ratings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The teacher leader concept has gained momentum worldwide and in the commonwealth of Kentucky. In 2008, Kentucky’s Education Professional Standards Board (EPSB) made teacher leadership as one of the Kentucky Teacher Standards (standard 10), and started to require the public universities in Kentucky to redesign teacher leader master’s and planned fifth-year programs to develop teacher leaders. The teacher leader concept is not about training teachers to become school administrators. Instead, it is about empowering teachers to take more active role in school improvement. A teacher leader is expected to identify leadership opportunities within the school, to use student data to improve instruction, to take initiatives in the community, and to collaborate with colleagues. Current researches indicate that teacher leadership is critical for sustained school improvement [1]-[3], and student learning [4]-[7].

A. Teacher Leadership Pathways and Assessment

Teacher leadership can be fostered by both formal training and job-embedded support [7]. In Kentucky, the Teacher Leader Master (TLM) degree program has been created in public universities to help in-service teachers develop teacher leadership. A typical TLM degree program offers systematic study of leadership skills and strategies to foster teacher leadership. For example, the TLM degree program at Murray State University consists of core courses in teacher leadership, classroom management, curriculum development, instruction for diverse students, and research. In addition, it requires a teacher leader candidate to complete two leadership projects (a classroom-level and a school/ district-level project) in order to successfully exit the TLM program [8]. A second approach is teacher-led job-embedded support. Semadendi (2010) described one model called Fusion, in which “teachers collaborate to study, experiment, and coach one another in research-based strategies” (p. 66) [9]. The Fusion model was reported to be effective in recognizing the leadership potential in teachers and offering leadership opportunities to further develop that potential.

Current approaches to assessing teacher leadership include objective selected-response type of survey [10], structured observation and interview [11], [12], and teacher leadership dilemma [13]. Structured observation, interview, and teacher leadership dilemma are likely to yield written responses. The dominant method to analyze the written responses in teacher leadership field is to use rubric and independent human raters, which is costly and time-consuming. Consequently, it is meaningful to explore the use of text mining techniques in the assessment of teacher leadership.

B. Text Mining Techniques

Text mining aims at automating the process of extracting and categorizing useful information from textual data. To date, a variety of text mining techniques have been developed, such as, (1) latent semantic analysis, (2) probabilistic latent semantic analysis, (3) latent Dirichlet allocation, and (4) correlated topic model. Lee, Song, and Kim (2009) reported that generative models (e.g., probabilistic latent semantic analysis, latent Dirichlet allocation, correlated topic model) show higher performance than a discriminative model (e.g., latent semantic analysis) [14]. Built upon these techniques, a number of text mining software have been developed and applied in business [15], [16], [17], and education [18], [19].

C. Text Mining Software

Both free open source and commercial text mining software are available. Nature Language Toolkit [20] is open source text mining software, however, it requires the mastery of Python language, which could be challenging to some educators without formal programming skills. Some commercial text mining software, such as IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys and Provalis Research’s WordStat, use graphic user interface, and seem to be more user friendly. In this article, we report the use of IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys to analyze students’ written responses to a teacher leadership dilemma.

The purpose of this study was to examine the accuracy of the categories generated by IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys. Specifically, our research question was: How are findings generated by the text mining algorithm for IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys comparable to the findings identified by an independent human rater using rubrics?
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants and Setting

The participants in this study were 47 students at a public university in the United States. Twenty-two were undergraduate pre-service teacher education students recruited from one undergraduate course (Psychology of Human Development). Twenty-five were in-service teachers recruited from one graduate course (Methods of Research).

B. The Teacher Leadership Dilemma Instrument

A teacher leadership dilemma was developed to measure teacher leadership. Participants were presented with the following hypothetical teacher leadership dilemma: “Suppose that you are a high school English teacher, you believe that a particular book (this book could be controversial) is extremely beneficial to your students’ learning. You want to use it in your classroom. You tried to get your principal’s approval but couldn’t. What will you do next?” Participants were instructed to address all the aspects of the open-ended question and write down their response concisely and to the point. Word counts of each participant’s written response revealed that the range of words written in the response were 17 words to 111 words with an average length of 55 words.

C. Two Rubrics

Two rubrics were developed to analyze students’ written response. One rubric focuses on the number of implicit stakeholders recognized. The hypothetical dilemma presents three explicit stakeholders: the teacher, the principal, and students. Implicit stakeholders in this dilemma could include parents, colleagues, school board, community, and profession. The more one can identify implicit stakeholders, the more likely the person possesses teacher leadership. The other rubric is used to determine the risk-taking level of the action one would like to engage in with 1 standing for minimum risk and 5 standing for extreme risk. One possible action of minimum risk could be to obey the principal’s wishes. One possible action of extreme risk could be to use the book anyway without the principal’s approval. It is argued that the willingness to take risks or leads also reflects one’s leadership potential.

D. Text Mining Procedures

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys was used in this study. We first prepared the data according to the software’s data input requirements. Second, we used the New Project Wizard (Fig. 1), through which we defined variables for our analysis, and chose extraction options (Fig. 2).

Then, IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys automatically extracted concepts and frequency of concepts (Fig. 3). The last step involved in building categories using rules and text matching techniques (Fig. 4).

We developed the text mining algorithm (rules and text matching techniques for IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys) based on the two rubrics.

E. Data Analysis

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys has the capacity to export categories into SPSS and EXCEL in dichotomies data type and categories data type. To compare the findings from text mining and human rating, a Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between the numbers of recognized implicit stakeholders reported by text mining and by the human rating. A second Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between the risk-taking level reported by text mining and by human rating.

Fig. 1. The new project wizard.

Fig. 2. Variables definition and options selection.

III. RESULTS

A. Recognized Implicit Stakeholders

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys yielded 241 unique concepts and their frequencies. Table I showed the unique concepts that appeared three times or more in the data according to the concepts extraction procedure.

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys offers some tools to further examine each unique concept in its occurrence in the data, and manually categorize each unique concept into types, and patterns. It also allows the users to create their own text matching rules and categorization algorithms in building categories. We applied the implicit stakeholder algorithm. Out of the 47 responses, 20 responses (42%) were successfully categorized as containing implicit stakeholders. The remaining 27 responses were placed in the no-recognized-implicit-stakeholder category. The results were exported into SPSS. For each participant, a total number of recognized implicit stakeholders were computed. The total number of recognized implicit holders has a range of 0 to 3. Table II reported the means and standard deviations of the number of recognized implicit stakeholders by the software and a human rater.
The number of recognized implicit stakeholders generated from IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys was significantly correlated to that from an independent rater using the rubric ($r = .877$, $p < .001$).

**B. Risk-Taking Levels**

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys categorized 39 responses after the application of the risk-taking level algorithm. The researcher reviewed the remaining 8 responses (17%) and forced the response into appropriate categories based on the rubric (Fig. 5).

**TABLE I: UNIQUE CONCEPTS AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED BY IBM SPSS TEXT ANALYTICS FOR SURVEYS SOFTWARE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unique Concepts</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>book</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controversial</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would be good</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approval</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The means and standard deviations of the risk-taking levels by the software and a human rater were reported in Table III. The risk-taking level generated from IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys was significantly correlated to that from an independent rater using the rubric ($r = .484$, $p = .001$).

**IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys is a linguistics-based solution specifically designed for categorizing survey text responses [21]. In the present study, from the 47 responses to a teacher leadership dilemma, IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys can automatically generate 241 unique concepts, which offers some insight to understanding the linguistic structure of our raw data. The power of text mining techniques can be maximized only through the use of proper categorization algorithm. In this sense, the accuracy of text mining techniques is dependent on the algorithm that one develops, which in turn depends on ones’ understanding of the data structure and possible expression of patterns.
The modest strength of the interrater reliability in the context, which is not any easy task. This partially explained algorithm need go beyond simple text matching into the raw data into appropriate risk-taking levels, the text mining categorize most of the expressions. Whereas to categorize stakeholders algorithm seems to be able to accurately kinds of expression are relatively limited and the implicit expressions. For the implicit stakeholders recognized in this dilemma, the meaning of the natural language expressions of a particular concept.
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Fig. 5. Automated and forced categorization.

Our findings from the correlation analyses indicate that a significant interrater reliability existed between ratings generated from the algorithms developed for IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys and human ratings. However, our findings also indicated that the strength of the interrater reliability is modest especially in the risk-taking level aspect. A close examination of the responses that were rated differently by the human rater and the software revealed that the algorithm works more accurately when it can cover most of the natural language expressions of a particular concept. For the implicit stakeholders recognized in this dilemma, the kinds of expression are relatively limited and the implicit stakeholders algorithm seems to be able to accurately categorize most of the expressions. Whereas to categorize raw data into appropriate risk-taking levels, the text mining algorithm need go beyond simple text matching into the realm of understanding the meaning of words in the overall context, which is not any easy task. This partially explained the modest strength of the interrater reliability in the risk-taking level aspect.

### TABLE II: MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE NUMBER OF RECOGNIZED IMPLICIT STAKEHOLDERS BY SOFTWARE AND HUMAN RATER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rater</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A limitation to the present study was that only one independent human rater was employed. It would be meaningful to have two independent raters to further establish the reliability and validity of human rating from the rubric. In addition, the risk-taking levels algorithm needs to be further improved based on a larger data set. Nevertheless, we believe that the text mining software has great potential in the field of education especially since it is less costly and time consuming than using independent human raters.
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